Recommendations-Young People
SPANISH A LEVEL STUDENTS
“I really enjoy the classes and always learn a lot. I have especially understood the
grammar which we have covered much more. Martha is very encouraging, friendly
and patient. Her methodology and activities which she uses has meant that I have
learnt and understand a lot more with the grammar we have covered. The lessons
are always fun and interactive.”
….(a few months later) “Martha, I thought that I would just let you know that I have
been delighted with my A level result, as I got a B! Thank you very much for all your
help- I really do believe that all your lessons made a difference, especially in the
grammar and understanding of the language. Many thanks again!”.
Elloise Budd, A Level student
“I felt confident and comfortable during class, and I had a much deeper
understanding of Spanish, something that I wouldn’t have been able to achieve in
the classroom. I really enjoyed SLS classes and would recommend them to anyone
looking to improve their Spanish. Martha encouraged me to expand my knowledge
of Spanish language and culture and allowed me to feel confident when discussing A
Level topics. She is organized and has vast knowledge of a variety of different
topics, not only Spain but also South America. I have improved my grammar as
Martha encouraged me to work on what I struggled with most. Martha is not just a
mentor to me but also a friend.”
…(a few months later) “Martha, I just wanted to let you now that I got a B in
Spanish and I will be studying Spanish at the university of Reading! Muchas gracias
por toda tu ayuda.”
Hannah Bushaway, A Level student
“I thoroughly enjoyed every lesson with Martha and my confidence in Spanish has
increased. Going through grammar really helped me and made it easier for me to
understand. I received good feedback which was very helpful and got enough
homework to make me understand different grammar uses and formations, we did
different activities such as reading, speaking and listening which busted my
confidence.”
Maddie, A level student
"Martha Jesty is very professional and friendly, she is also organized and
encouraging, and this gives me a boost to learn. Martha has an excellent ability to
teach the language. Her style is very effective and also fun. All the grammar,
presentation and activities were very effective, and I am learning a lot and
developing my language skills quickly. I feel confident after a class at Spanish
Lessons in Surrey, definitely feeling like I have learnt a lot."
Bill, A level student

SPANISH LESSONS IN SURREY™
www.spanishlessonsinsurrey.co.uk

FROM PARENTS
“My daughter was delighted to learn Spanish with a teacher who was native speaker
like Martha Jesty. She learned so much in 10 weeks not only about the language but
also about Spanish and Latin American culture. She passed her A level exam with
good grade.” Stacey M, (Rebecca's mother-A level student)

MORE REVIEWS HERE
https://www.google.com/search?q=spanish+lessons+in+surrey&oq=spanish+lesson
s+in+surrey&aqs=chrome..69i57j46i39i175i199j0i22i30j69i60l3j69i65l2.5335j0j7&s
ourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#lrd=0x48760bb5ba06644d:0x5212e569cf1ab6ce,1,,,
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